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Contactless determination of current–voltage characteristics and minority-
carrier lifetimes in semiconductors from quasi-steady-state
photoconductance data

Ronald A. Sinton
Sinton Consulting, 4820 La Fiesta Place, San Jose, California 95129

Andres Cuevasa)
Department of Engineering, Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia

~Received 4 June 1996; accepted for publication 26 August 1996!

A simple method for implementing the steady-state photoconductance technique for determining the
minority-carrier lifetime of semiconductor materials is presented. Using a contactless instrument,
the photoconductance is measured in a quasi-steady-state mode during a long, slow varying light
pulse. This permits the use of simple electronics and light sources. Despite its simplicity, the
technique is capable of determining very low minority carrier lifetimes and is applicable to a wide
range of semiconductor materials. In addition, by analyzing this quasi-steady-state
photoconductance as a function of incident light intensity, implicit current–voltage characteristic
curves can be obtained for noncontacted silicon wafers and solar cell precursors in an expedient
manner. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~96!02743-X#
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Measurements of minority-carrier lifetime in silicon wa
fers are extremely valuable for process control and dev
optimization as well as for material and device physics r
search. A common technique is based on the analysis
photoconductance decay transients after a very short li
pulse from a laser, flash lamp, light-emitting diode~LED!
array or laser diode. The effective lifetime is obtained fro
the slope of the decay curve. This method has been wid
developed and many techniques have been used to sens
photoconductivity without contacting the wafer, includin
microwave reflectance, capacitive coupling, and the use o
coil to couple inductively the wafer conductivity. For a typi
cal induction-coupling apparatus with a 5ms light pulse and
a radio frequency of 10 MHz, effective lifetimes greater tha
50 ms are easily and accurately measured.1 Lower lifetimes,
in the 10 ns range, have been determined with more soph
ticated instruments using shorter light pulses and higher f
quency circuits.2 In the case of very low lifetimes, surface
recombination transients and minority-carrier spreading
fects are present that complicate the interpretation of t
measurements.

An alternative method based on measuring the pho
conductance under steady- or quasi-steady-state illumina
is presented in the following sections. The method is aim
at simplifying the determination of very low lifetimes, al-
though it can also be used for moderate and high effect
lifetimes.

For clarity, we begin with a summary of the classica
analysis of the photoconductance. In a semiconductor un
steady-state illumination, a balance exists between the g
eration and the recombination of electron-hole pairs. E
pressing the photogeneration and recombination rates as
rent densities:

Jph5Jrec. ~1!

As a consequence of this balance, an excess concentratio

a!Electronic mail: andres.cuevas@anu.edu.au
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electrons and holes is established in the material. The t
recombination in a sample of thicknessW can be conve-
niently expressed in terms of an average excess mino
carrier density,Dnav, and an effective minority carrier life-
time, teff , leading to

Jph5DnavqW/teff , ~2!

which essentially is a version of the classic relationsh
Dn5GLteff. The photogenerated excess electron and h
densities,Dn5Dp, also result in an increase in the condu
tance of the sample. The excess photoconductance is g
by

sL5q~Dnavmn1Dpavmp!W5qDnav~mn1mp!W. ~3!

For many semiconductors, and for silicon in particular, t
electron and hole mobilities are well known and their depe
dence on both the sample doping and the injection level
be found in the literature.3,4 Equation~3! can be iterated to
find bothDnav and (mn1mp) consistent with the measure
conductance. A measurement of the photoconductance
therefore, a nearly direct way of probing for the excess c
rier density.

The effective minority carrier lifetime can be determine
from Eqs.~2! and ~3!

teff5sL /@Jph~mn1mp!#. ~4!

The conductance and the incident light intensity can be m
sured using a calibrated instrument and a reference solar
or photodiode, respectively. For a given irradiance,Jph can
be easily and accurately estimated using available comp
programs or lookup tables. In a typical 380-mm-thick silicon
wafer with low reflection losses, the standard global AM1
solar spectrum produces a total photogeneration,Jph, of ap-
proximately 38 mA/cm2. The value ofJph relative to the
reference solar cell can be adjusted for a particular sampl
take into account different front surface reflectivities, waf
thicknesses, light-trapping features, or illumination spe
/96/69(17)/2510/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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trums. In most practical situations,Jph lies within a tight
range of 34–42 mA/cm2, even after these possible variation
have been considered. A similar evaluation ofJph is possible
for other semiconductor materials.

In general, the excess carrier density is position dep
dent. The total number of carriers divided by the wafer thic
ness gives the average density,Dnav, used in Eqs.~2! and
~3!. Note, however, that the effective lifetime determine
from a photoconductance measurement does not depen
the details of the minority-carrier distribution, except for th
very weak dependence introduced by evaluating (mn1mp) at
the average carrier concentration.

A convenient implementation of the steady-state a
proach described above is to use a light pulse that variesvery
slowlycompared to the effective lifetime of the sample. Th
offers an expedient method for obtaining the photocondu
tance under a wide range of illumination intensities in a sh
time without significant sample heating. Analysis of the ph
toconductance as a function of irradiance provides additio
useful information, including an implicit current–voltag
(I –V) characteristic curve, as shown below, and the abil
to separate out different bulk and surface recombinati
mechanisms.5

Photoconductance instruments operating at 8–10 M
were used for this work. A coil in a bridge circuit couples t
the conductivity of the wafer. A signal proportional to thi
conductivity is observed on a digital oscilloscope and tran
ferred to a computer for analysis. The voltage signal w
verified to be linear in wafer conductivity over the entir
range of interest. A flashlamp light source capable of 1
W/cm2 ~1000 suns! and having a fast rise time followed by a
2.3 ms decay time for a total time length of 7 ms was use

In the quasi-steady-state technique, the effective lifetim
is determined at every light intensity following the procedu
and equations outlined in the previous section. Compared
a transient decay approach, the quasi-steady-state metho
lows the measurement of very low lifetimes without fa
electronics or short light pulses. The range of measura
lifetimes is only limited by signal strength. The sensitivity o
the instruments used here was 7–27 V/S. Considering tha
mV constitutes an adequate signal, Eq.~4! implies that the
detection limit of this instrument is 3ms at one sun illumi-
nation. To measure very low lifetimes, the light intensity ca
be increased. If the irradiance is increased to 1000 suns
detection limit becomes 3 ns. An example of the capability
measure low lifetimes is given in Fig. 1. The effective life
time of this small-grainedp-type, 0.015V cm multicrystal-
line silicon wafer with boron diffusions on both surfaces
approximately 370 ns. The effective minority carrier lifetim
can vary with the injection level. In the case of Fig. 1teff
was determined at high injection levels, where it is appro
mately constant.

When using an illumination that varies slowly instead o
being truly constant, care must be taken that errors are
introduced into the analysis by the deviations from stead
state conditions. A numerical solution for the time-depende
photoconductance that would result from an exponentia
decaying light pulse with a characteristic decay constant
2.3 ms was compared to the steady-state Eqs.~3! and ~4! to
evaluate the possible error. For minority-carrier lifetimes le
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 69, No. 17, 21 October 1996
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than 60ms, the error is less than 1%. The error increases
10% for 230 ms minority-carrier effective lifetimes. To
maintain this accuracy, data must be discarded prior to a t
equal to three minority-carrier lifetimes after the peak lig
intensity in order to avoid effects from the fast rise time
the light pulse.

This indicates an applicability of the quasi-steady-sta
technique~using this particular flashlamp! of nearly four or-
ders of magnitude from about 10 ns to 60ms. Note, however,
that higher lifetimes can also be measured using the sa
basic apparatus. Several options exist, the first being to u
longer light pulse. The second alternative is to use a cons
illumination, for example from a ELH lamp. The high pho
toconductance corresponding to high lifetime samples is e
ily measured even at relatively low light intensities. For e
ample, we have measured a 3.5 ms lifetime at one third o
sun for an oxide passivated 1000V cm FZ silicon wafer. The
third option is to change the flashlamp pulse to its minimu
duration and use the transient photoconductance de
method described in the Introduction. We have found a go
agreement between the transient, steady and quasi-st
methods.

The quasi-steady-state photoconductance data implic
contain information about the short-circuit current vers
open-circuit voltage,I sc2Voc, characteristics of the device o
structure being measured. The short-circuit current is impl
by the irradiance. The excess carrier density implies an o
circuit voltage, the separation of the quasi-Fermi levels.
fact, photoconductance and voltage are both measures o
same excess minority-carrier density. For a solar cell ma
on ap-type wafer with dopant densityNA , the implicit volt-
age depends on thep2n product at the junction:

Voc5~kT/q!ln@~Dn~NA1Dp!/ni
2!11#. ~5!

The local excess minority carrier density in Eq.~5! is essen-
tially equal to theaverageDnav, obtained from Eq.~3! when
the surfaces of the sample are passivated and the mino

FIG. 1. Effective lifetime vs minority-carrier density for a small-graine
multicrystalline silicon sample~p-type, 0.015V cm, 500-mm-thick wafer,
both surfaces passivated with boron diffusions!. Temperature 25 °C.
2511R. A. Sinton and A. Cuevas
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carrier diffusion length is greater than the wafer thickness.
is also possible to find a simple relationship between th
minority carrier density at a front junction andDnav in other
relevant cases. For example, when the bulk minority carri
lifetime is very low, a better approximation is
Dnav(W/Leff). When the rear surface recombination velocit
is very high, 2Dnav is appropriate.

Note that Eq. ~5! is valid for any doping level or
minority-carrier-injection level. A plot of irradiance versus
implicit voltage will show the different ideality factors from
all the recombination mechanisms and their injection-lev
dependence without additional assumptions. This is in co
trast to the effective lifetime, whose definition becomes am
biguous due to the changing device physics at each injecti
level.

The techniques described above were applied to proce
monitoring through several stages of a Back Surface Fie
solar cell fabrication process.p-type, 1 V cm, float zone
monocrystalline silicon wafers were used in the experimen
After phosphorus diffusion plus oxidation~with the diffused
region on both sides of the wafer! the effective lifetime was
quite high, 340ms. This value can be interpreted as a lowe
bound on the lifetime of the bulk silicon material. After alu-
minum alloying at the rear, the effective lifetime decrease
to 42ms, mainly due to the additional recombination in the
aluminum doped backp1 surface region. In Fig. 2 the pho-
toconductance data are displayed in the form of implicitI sc
2Voc curves. Both curves have a unity ideality factor from
0.3 to 5 suns illumination. The impliedVoc at one sun drops
from 686 mV after the initial phosphorus diffusion step to
622 mV after the aluminum diffusion on the rear of the wa
fer. After the metal contacts were applied, the actualVoc of
the device was found to be 620 mV, in excellent agreeme
with the prediction from the quasi-steady-state photocondu

FIG. 2. Implicit open-circuit voltage vs illumination intensity curves at two
stages during a solar cell fabrication sequence~p-type, 1V cm FZ mono-
crystalline silicon wafers!. The actualVoc after cell completion was 620 mV.
Temperature 25 °C.
2512 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 69, No. 17, 21 October 1996
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tance method. This agreement, which was also found in ot
experiments with different solar cell structures and materia
confirms the validity and usefulness of displaying photoco
ductance data in the form of implicit voltage.

In conclusion, quasi-steady-state photoconductance d
have numerous applications for semiconductor material a
device characterization. In particular, we have shown t
implementation of a contactless current–voltage measu
ment technique for solar cells based on an expanded in
pretation of these data. Except for the short-circuit curre
and resistive effects, many relevant parameters of a so
cell, including the open-circuit voltage, saturation curre
density and ideality factor can be determined without depo
iting the metallic contacts or using patterning techniques.

The method is simple and the data have a clear physi
interpretation. It is compatible with the transient photoco
ductance decay approach and offers a means of extend
measurement capabilities to very low effective minority
carrier lifetimes with the same apparatus. It has several
ditional advantages:

~i! Even when measuring lifetimes lower than 1ms, the
data acquired is from a ms-range slowly changin
wave form, eliminating the fast electronics require
for a transient decay measurement as well as the n
for a very short light pulse.

~ii ! In the range of applicability, it is effectively a steady
state measurement, similar to a solar cell in actu
operation. The recombination components a
weighted as in the actual device under open-circu
voltage conditions including the transport and nonun
form photogeneration effects on the carrier-densi
profiles.

~iii ! By analyzing the data in the form of an implied
I –V curve or illumination-Vcurve, the data is in the
form most useful for solar cell analysis and proce
development.

The authors would like to thank staff and students of th
Australian National University for supplying some of th
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ported by the Australian Research Council.
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